The purpose of this study is to compare the reliability and estimates of variance results by employing the balanced and unbalanced designs that were formed by rating the groups of participant students, both equal and different in numbers, considering their performance on the same task provided that the number of the participating students stays the same. The study group of the research are 240 first year students, who have taken the Intramuscular Injection Station in the Structured Objective Clinical Test of the Medicine Faculty of Hacettepe University. Eight raters was employed in assessing the performances of the students in the station. The variance values retrieved from the G studies done by each rater's rating the students equal in number (balanced) and those unequal in number (unbalanced) were found to be parallel in both designs. Morover, considering the G and Phi coefficients obtained from the senarios in the balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs were observed to be close.
Introduction
Performance measurement, at all levels of education and in personnel selection, is significant for the assessment of skills that require cognitive and muscular coordination. It is especially crucial that performance on a particular skill be detected in the higher education programs where vocational skill sets for a given profession are taught.
Performance is required to finalize a tas kor process (Wiggins, 1993) . It includes various activities such as essay writing, playing a musical instrument, making presentations. Thus student produces a protuct belonging to a performance condition or makes a relevant skills (Arias, 2010) .
In medical training, one of the performance tests measuring how the students perform their clinical skills is the Objective Structure Clinical Examination (OSCE). This is a performance test comprised of multiple stations where the raters evaluate different skills in each of these stations. (Elçin, Odabaşı and Sayek, 2005) . In OSCE, the stations are individual tests locations set up in order to measure the clinical skills of the candidate.
In cases where deviations deriving from different sources might affect the test results, it is necessary to evaluate its reliability by means of various reliability methods. In the classical test theory, there is at least one reliability prediction per source of error and this reliability varies according to the relevant sources of error. In the classical test theory, deviations affecting the test results may derive from different sources despite the fact that there is only one true score and non-distinctive error term (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda and Rajaratnam, 1972) . However, the classical test theory considers all sources of error as errors stemming from a single variable source and presumes that the sources of error do not affect one another. The generalizability theory, unlike the classical test theory, is comprised of a conceptual framework and method which deals with the multiple sources of error in the measurement process as well as the interaction of each of these error sources with one another (Brennan, 2001; Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda and Rajaratnam, 1972; Shavelson and Webb, 1991) . Therefore, a rather comprehensive and realistic error description can be carried out via the generalizability theory in the performance assessment.
The generalizability theory is a statistical theory which enables the detection of the degree of error sources of the observed scores as well as the assessment and research of reliability in the measurement of behavior (Brennan, 2001; Cronbach, Glaser, Nanda and Rajaratnam, 1972; Shavelson and Webb, 1991) . The generalizability theory has two basic functions, first of which is to evaluate the quality of the measurement process, second to make assumptions on how to increase its reliability (Wing and Chiu, 2001 ). In order to be able to conduct these studies, work patterns are designed first. And, according to the research data, these designs turn out balanced sometimes and unbalanced other times.
In the balanced design, the number of observations is equal at all levels of the variable (Brennan, 2001) . For instance, in case the test is implemented on students in different schools, in the (p:s) x i design pattern (p: student, s:school, i: item) where the students are listed alongside schools and each student receives each item, participation by same of amount of students ensures a balanced situation. If the test contained three sub-tests and same amount of items are included in each sub-test, it would also mean that the design is balanced. However, in practice, unbalanced designs are more common. The reason why is that it is not always probable for the same amount of students to participate at the test in each school or the number of items to be equal in each of the sub-tests, if any. It was stated that the number of observations was the same as per each variable level in the balanced design patterns. However, the number of observation outcomes per variable may not be the same in all cases. Unbalanced designs emerge in cases of missing data or when the number of observations per variable level differs (Brennan, 2001) .
The data will be cited as unbalanced in the event that the number of observations on the cells belonging to the conditions of a variable is not equal (Kaufmann and Schering, 2007) . Certain data should be excluded in order to create balanced data out of data which the number of observation outcomes on all conditions of a variable is not equal. This is not a practical method, since a significant portion of data may be required to be excluded in certain cases which would then lead to much data loss. In such cases, instead of excluding data, it is necessary to calculate the variance components with unbalanced designs.
The literature review on the studies on the generalizability theory shows that most research conducted overseas utilizes balanced data structures besides studies where both structures including balanced and unbalanced are used together (Jeon, Lee, Hwang and Kang, 2009; Lee and Frisbie 1999; Ødegård, Hagtvet and Bjørkly, 2008; Sharma and Weathers, 2003; Wei and Haertel, 2011) . Meanwhile, literature review on the studies on the generalizability theory in Turkey indicates that most research has a tendency towards comparison of the generalizability theory with the classical test theory and/or the Rasch model (Atılgan, 2008; Deliceoğlu ve Çıkrıkçı Demirtaşlı, 2012; Güler and Gelbal, 2010; Güler, 2011; Taşdelen, 2009; Yelboğa and Tavşancıl, 2010; Yılmaz Nalbantoğlu and Gelbal, 2011) . And also, all of the studies are balanced designs. In addition, it is known that most unbalanced designs are more compatible with actual data. Under the implementation conditions, however, one may not always expect the data collected by the researchers to be in a balanced structure. Especially in case of tests such as the OSCE where multiple performance status of the students are measured and/or the number of students is high; employing multiple raters to assess the students' performance lead to certain constraint of time and manpower. Due to such restrictions, single rater is placed per station in the OSCE examination and the raters take turns at certain intervals. And, because the raters grade the students on a rotation basis; the total number of students graded by each rater varies and this results in an unbalanced structure as far as the number of students graded per rater. In this regard, it is asserted that this study will contribute to the implementation of the OSCE examinations by determining the reliability of the current implementations as well as by assessing the effect of the cases where raters grade equal and unequal number of students on reliability. In addition, the research is thought to contribute to investigate the reliability taking into account the interacton of error sources and effect of raters according to different scoring situation in the fine arts, physical education and so on. other researchers in different fields that decision are made based on performance. Thus, it is considered essential to carry out comparative studies because the number of studies utilizing the generalizability theory in Turkey is limited and that exemplary implementations utilizing designs in an unbalanced structure, which is a more common case in practice, are unavailable.
In this study, it is aimed to determine how the reliability is obtained from balanced and unbalanced designs, whether or not it affects the reliability coefficient calculated by unbalanced structure data according to the balanced structure data, whether or not differences will exist between the estimated variance components for designs. In this regard, the general objective of this research is to compare the results of the analysis of the generalizability theory with both the balanced and unbalanced designs, which are attained through rating of equal and different number of students on the same tasks, on condition that the number of participants remained the same, with the data pertaining to the implementation of Intramuscular Injections station as part of an OSCE examination, which is a test that evaluates the vocational skills of medical students. The following questions are asked for this end:
1. What is the percentage for explaining the total variance and variance components obtained through the generalizability theory via balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t (s: student, r: rater, t: task) designs?
2. How do the G and Phi coefficients predicted from decision D-studies in accordance with scenarios set forward by increasing or decreasing the number of raters and students in both designs vary?
Method

Type of Study
In this study, the results of balanced and unbalanced designs comprised of data of clinical examination conducted to evaluate students' performance while the raters graded on a rotation basis are analyzed and the results of both designs are compared. From this aspect, the study is a basic research.
Study Group
The study group was comprised of 240 first year students who duly filled their assessment forms and sat at the Intramuscular Injection station in scope of the Objective Structure Clinical Examination conducted at the School of Medicine of Hacettepe University in the academic year 2010-2011. 12 raters were used for assess the performance of students in respective station under OSCE. The number of students varied for each rater. The data related to the station is unbalanced in terms of number of students for each rater. Aimed to comparison of the result obtained from balanced and unbalanced designs in the study. Therefore, eight raters were used in the study in order to create data structures for two design. The raters who graded the Intramuscular Injection skills of the students are assigned by the Department of Medical Training and Informatics and all raters are selected from the relevant field.
Research Data
In this research, the data obtained from the Intramuscular Injection station at the Objective Structure Clinical Examination taken by the students of the Department of Medical Training and Informatics at the School of Medicine of Hacettepe University in the first semester of the academic year 2010-2011 are used.
At an Intramuscular Injection station, students take turns to execute Intramuscular Injection on a medical mannequin. Each student is given equal amount of time at this station where a rater is ready to evaluate the skills of the student at that station. The rater, within the stipulated timeframe for him/her, evaluates the skills performed by the students who take turns at the station by using the Intramuscular Injection Execution Skill Evaluation Form consisting 17 tasks prepared by the Department of Medical Training and Informatics for this station. The rater who is placed at the station on a rotation basis leaves the station at the end of the allocated timeframe for him/her and is replaced by another rater at the station. Therefore, the raters at the station swap posts at certain intervals and each rater grades different group and number of students.
The balanced and unbalanced cases of the (s:r) x t designs -whereby the student (s) and rater (r) variables are nested and the tasks (t) which are same for all students are crossed with these variables -have been analyzed using the research data, each rater grading only part of and different groups of students on a rotation basis to attain generalizability theory analysis. The difference between the balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs that are analyzed in scope of the study stems from the fact that the number of students graded by each rater is equal in a balanced design yet unequal in an unbalanced one. In case of the balanced (s:r) x t design, eight raters grade the performance of equal number of students i.e. 30 each on the 17 tasks. Meanwhile, in case of the unbalanced (s:r) x t design, out of 240 students; 23 students are graded by the 1 st rater, 25 by the 2 nd , 26 by the 3 rd , 28 by the 4 th , 30 by the 5 th , 31 by the 6 th , 36 by the 7 th , and 41 students are graded by the 8 th rater, respectively on the 17 tasks.
Analysis of Data
In the analysis of the data, the G_String (G-string-IV, Version 6.1.1.) interface software based on urGENOVA (Brennan, 2001) , which is commonly used in the generalizability theory analysis of balanced and unbalanced data, was used.
Results
Below are the findings sorted according to the subgoals set forward in the framework of the general objective of the research: Table 1 shows the percentage for explaining the total variance and variance predicted according to the (s:r) x t designs which are attained through rotational rating of equal and different number of students on the same tasks. According to data shown on Table 1 , the percentage for explaining the total variance by means of variance components of the tasks is %2.6 in case of the balanced (s:r) x t design, while %2.5 for the unbalanced (s:r) x t design. It is found that the predicted variance components from both designs with respect to the tasks are low. Therefore, one may assert that the tasks do not differ in terms of difficulty-easiness in both designs and that the tasks are equally challenging for students.
The Percentage for Justifying the Total Variance and Variance Components Obtained via Balanced and Unbalanced Designs
The variance component predicted for the rater main effect is estimated to be 0.00043 in case of the balanced (s:r) x t design, while 0.00032 for the unbalanced (s:r) x t design. Moreover, the percentage for explaining the total variance of the rater effect predicted through both designs is %0.8 in case of the balanced (s:r) x t design while %0.6 for the unbalanced (s:r) x t design. The predicted variance values and the percentages justifying the total variance are found to be low and close to one another. In this regard, one may assert that the rater changeability does not affect the performance of students in both designs likewise the attitude of the rater towards grading.
The percentage of the variance component of the (s:r) variable whereby the students are clustered with the raters in case of the balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs attained through the raters grading students on a rotational basis on the same tasks are predicted to be 0.00199 (%3.6) for the balanced design, while 0.00193 (%3.4) for the unbalanced one. The outcome shows that the s:r variance predictions and their percentage for explaining the total variance are low and close to one another in both designs. This shows that the students' skills of administering Intramuscular Injection do not vary in either design likewise the attitude of the rater remains unchanged towards one student to the next.
The variance components pertaining to the interaction of the task x rater (txr) in case of the balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs are predicted to be 0.00514 (%9.4) for the balanced design, while 0.00541 (%9.6) for the unbalanced one. These findings indicate that variance components in both designs are close to one another and that in both designs the effect of common factor of task x rater is higher in proportion to other variance components, except for surplus variance. Therefore, one may claim that differences exist in both designs due to the task x rater common factor. Table 1 shows that in case of the balanced (s:r) x t design, where raters grade equal number of students, the residual variance's (σ²(ts:r)) percentage of explaining the total variance is %83.6, meanwhile in case of the unbalanced (s:r) x t design, where raters grade unequal number of students, the surplus variance's (σ²(ts:r)) percentage of explaining is at %83.8 of the total variance. In both designs, the surplus variance turned out high. The fact that surplus variance is high in (s:r) x t designs is an indicator that the student x task interaction, the differences stemming from student x task x rater interaction and/or other unknown sources of variables might be high. Therefore, one may claim that certain effects of the student x task interaction, the student x task x rater interaction and/or other unknown sources of variables exist in both designs.
Comparison of D-Studies in Both Designs by Increasing or Decreasing the Number of Raters and Students
The balanced and unbalanced cases compared in line with the objective of the research stem from the fact that the numbers of students graded by the raters are equal and unequal, respectively. In a decision study conducted in this respect, the tasks are determined to be the object of measurement in the rotational rating of students by different raters on the same tasks and they are considered to be the universe score in the (s:r) x t design where all variables are coincidental, meanwhile the raters and students are considered to be the universe of generalization. In this regard, in case of designs where raters grade equal number (balanced) and unequal number (unbalanced) of students, the G and Phi coefficients obtained from decision studies while increasing or decreasing the number of raters and students are shown on Table 2 . ,43,45,45,45,45,48,48 7.98 0.637 0.624 360 10 22,26,31,31,35,36,38,39,45,57 9.36 0.664 0.652 ns+ : number of total studens nr: number of raters, ňr : n 2 s+/∑n 2 s :r As shown on Table 2 , the G coefficient obtained from the design balanced by eight raters each grading 30 students (ns+=240) is predicted to be 0.629, while the Phi coefficient 0.612. In a balanced (s:r) x t design, the G coefficient obtained from the design balanced by raters grading unequal number of students once is predicted to be 0.613, while the Phi coefficient be 0.600. In case of designs attained by raters grading equal or unequal number of students, the G coefficient in the balanced design in proportion to the unbalanced is calculated to be 0.016, while the Phi coefficient is 0.012 higher than the unbalanced design. Therefore, it was found that coefficients from both designs using the implementation data are close to one another. Table 2 shows that the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.618 in case of the unbalanced design in accordance with the scenarios where 240 students are graded by eight raters and the difference among the number of students graded by each rater is decreased in proportion to the unbalanced data (ns+:240, nr:8, ňr:7.96), while the Phi coefficient is predicted to be 0.605. These values are compared with the coefficient obtained from the balanced and unbalanced designs and it was found that they are lower (ns+:240, nr:8) than balanced design, while higher (ns+:240, nr:8, ňr:7.73) than unbalanced design. This means that the G and Phi coefficients show a tendency to increase when the variance among raters is decreased as far as the number of students graded per rater.
In case of both scenarios, while keeping the number of total students (ns+:240) intact yet decreasing the number of raters (nr:6), the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.574 in balanced design and the Phi coefficient be 0.556. Under the above-mentioned conditions yet in case of unbalanced design, the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.562 and the Phi coefficient be 0.548. The G coefficient in balanced design is predicted to be 0.667 and 0.648 in the unbalanced one, while the Phi coefficient 0.651 in the balanced and 0.636 in unbalanced designs where the number of raters is increased (nr:10) on condition that the number of students remained intact. These findings show that the amount of increase by increasing or decreasing the number of raters have been lower compared to the implementation (ns+:240, nr:8) data. Besides, it may be asserted that the difference between the coefficient obtained from both designs where the number of raters are increased or decreased while keeping the total number of students the same and the each rater graded equal and unequal number of students. Table 2 further shows that the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.579 in the balanced designs, while the Phi coefficient be 0.563 whereby the number of the raters remained intact (nr:8) yet the students decreased (ns+:120). In case of the unbalanced design (ns+: 120, nr:8, ňr:7.73); the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.562 and the Phi coefficient 0.549; and with the imbalance decreased as per the number of students graded by raters (ns+: 120, nr:8, ňr:7.93); the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.568, and the Phi coefficient 0.556, respectively. The G coefficient in proportion to the balanced design is predicted to be 0.647 and the Phi coefficient 0.630 where the number of raters remained unchanged yet the students increased (ns+: 360); and in proportion to the unbalanced design (ns+:360, nr:8, ňr:7.94), the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.636 and the Phi coefficient 0.623, respectively. Moreover, the G coefficient is predicted to be 0.637 and the Phi coefficient 0.624 where the imbalance is decreased (ns+: 360, nr:8, ňr:7.98) as per the number of students graded by raters. Therefore, it was found that the coefficient from both designs, where the total number of students are increased or decreased while keeping the total number of raters intact, are close to one another.
The G coefficient is predicted to be 0.687 in the balanced (s:r) x t design, while the Phi coefficient be 0.672 while the G coefficient 0.664 and the Phi coefficient 0.652 in the unbalanced (s:r) x t design whereby the both number of the raters and the students are increased together (ns+: 360, nr:10). Accordingly, one may assert that the G and Phi coefficients slightly increase when the number of students and raters are increased together and that the coefficient in both design types renders close results.
In scope of the D-study in case of both designs, the G and Phi coefficients obtained from the unbalanced design attained through eight raters grading unequal number of students with a total of 240 on 17 tasks are found to be higher than the G and Phi coefficients obtained from the design where six raters graded a total of 120 students on the same tasks as before. The same situation occurred among coefficient where eight raters graded 360 students in an unbalanced design and eight raters graded 120 students, as well. This means that coefficient differ in both designs and that much data loss occur thus reliability decreases in case of designs where the reliability coefficient is calculated by reducing available data in order to balance the unbalanced design at hand.
Discussion, Conclusion and Suggestions
The results of the percentage for explaining the total variance and the variance obtained from the balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs via G-study conducted at the Intramuscular Injection station in scope of an OSCE examination are as follows:
When the percentage for explaining the total variance and the variance components obtained from the balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs via G-study conducted at the Intramuscular Injection station while each rater graded equal or unequal number of students are analyzed; it was detected that percentage for explaining the total variance and the variance components rendered similar results in case of both designs. This finding corresponds with the results of the research conducted by Shavelson and Webb (1981) claiming that the variance predictions would show similarity in case of balanced and unbalanced designs depending on whether the number of raters, coming from different geographical backgrounds and grading vocational skills, are equal or unequal. Furthermore, Sharma and Weathers (2003) also found that variance predictions are greatly similar in scope of their study which calculated the variance predictions obtained from the balanced design where equal number of participants is used from each country and unbalanced where different number of participants is used.
Considering the variance predictions on both designs, it is concluded that the tasks at the Intramuscular Injection station does not differ in terms of difficulty-easiness, the tasks are equally challenging for the students, the rater variability does not affect students' performance, the rater does not cause difference in terms of grading and the rater attitude does not differ towards one student to the next. The finding that the rater variability does not affect students' performance, the rater does not cause difference in terms of grading corresponds with the findings of the studies conducted by Yılmaz Nalbantoğlu and Gelbal (2011), Yılmaz Nalbantoğlu and Başusta Uzun (2012) where different skills at different stations are evaluated in scope of the Hacettepe University OSCE examination.
The results pertaining to G and Phi coefficients obtained from balanced and unbalanced (s:r) x t designs in accordance with the scenarios set forward by the decision study at the Intramuscular Injection station in scope of the OSCE examination are as follows:
As a result of the D-study, it is found that the G and Phi coefficients through both designs are not high. One may claim the reason is that the difficulty level of the tasks is not changed, the students' performance at the tasks does not vary and that the group is homogenous as far as the measured attributions are concerned.
The coefficient calculated according to the scenarios where the raters grade equal or unequal number of students of the same tasks on condition that the total number of data remains the same in case of the balanced and unbalanced designs renders similar results in both cases.
This finding shows consistency with the studies conducted by Jeon, Lee, Hwang and Kang (2009), Lee and Frisbie (1999) , Malhotra and Sharma (2008) , Shavelson and Webb (1981) where reliability coefficient obtained from balanced and unbalanced designs showed similar results in both designs. However, the D-study shows that the data used in this study is inherently unbalanced and balancing its unbalanced nature by means of data reduction leads to data loss thus difference in the reliability coefficient obtained from both designs and that a higher rate of reliability is attained in the unbalanced case. In addition, it was detected that the reliability coefficient shows a decreasing tendency as the number of students graded by each rater differs while the total number of students remains the same, in other words as the variability among the number of students graded by the raters increases.
Consequently, in scope of the study where psychomotor skills are commonly required; the reliability coefficient is found to be similar in cases where the raters graded equal (balanced) and unequal (unbalanced) number of students on a rotation basis with the total number of data equal; while data reduction or an increase in terms of imbalance leads to difference in the reliability coefficient in both designs.
The following suggestions are given in line with the results of the study:
The reliability coefficient shows slight difference in case the raters grade equal or unequal number of students, on condition that the number of data remains the same. The reason why the difference between the balanced and unbalanced situations is low might be the fact that the number of data remains the same in both designs. In case of a slight data loss, the unbalanced design renders higher reliability in comparison with the balanced one. Therefore, one must not forget that the reliability decreases if much data loss occurs in order to carry out generalizability theory analysis on balanced designs by means of data reduction. Therefore, it would be more appropriate to conduct analysis by using the unbalanced designs rather than calculating reliability through balanced designs which have been formed out of unbalanced designs by means of data reduction, if the data is in an inherently unbalanced structure.
It was found that the G and Phi coefficients show a decreasing tendency, as the variability between the number of students graded by each rater, while the number of students remains the same, in other words as the variability among the number of students graded by the raters increases. Therefore, one must avoid much difference, in terms of the number of students, among raters while evaluating students' performance at the Intramuscular Injection station or any other stations in scope of OSCE examination. In addition, in the different educational researches that investigated the reliability of performance based, when the variability increases in the conditions of a facet in a unbalanced design it should be noted that the reliability is downward trend. Therefore, in the data collection phase the observations of conditions of facet should be kept close to each other as possible.
In another study that can be performed in different performance situations, comparison of balanced and unbalanced designs can be researched by using different sources of variability.
